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About This Game

In Dungeon is a 2D platformer hardcore made with pixel art. The main character, Allan Callahan, is trying to escape of the
dungeon by facing different challenges and looking for other treasure hunters. Can you help him escape the dungeon before his

fate is sealed?

The main character, known as, Allan Callahan, is part of a league known as, The League of Hunters, which aims to find
treasures in various adventures. However when several hunters disappear, Allan Callahan is sent to find the others hunters,

taking along him some weapons, a whip, a bow and a little of magic.

Features
-12 levels and growing;

-Collect coins to pass the level;
-Collect power ups;

-Discovery new secret areas;
-Find treasures hidden;

-The time is your enemy;
-Buy items;

-Three levels of difficult: Easy, Medium and Hard
-Add more difficulties to the game, activating the options: "Time, Time " , "Penumbra", "The Risk", "The Mythic" and

"Detonation";
-A lot of achievements.
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This game is very difficult? Yes. Can you die even on easy level? Maybe, but believe, on medium and hard level you will can
die a lot of. If you like of game with difficult high, so, this game is for you.
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Title: In Dungeon
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Balder Game Studio
Publisher:
Balder Game Studio
Release Date: 21 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

English
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i scared for copyright strike. The game, while short, is mind blowing and a must-get for anyone looking for a deep, and quite
surprsing ending. I'm not going to spoil it, but it's best just to experience it yourself. A quite beautiful experience, all in a ~13
minute game. I was scared there would be jumpscares, but there isn't. Go ahead and give it a try, it's an experience to be had..
we want a sequal. Who would buy this? - Someone who likes the style this artist puts forward or if you have good knowldge of
anatomy and are well versed with drawing clean shapes and doing clean drawings.

Who should not buy this? - Someone who thinks after watching this video he will be able to immitate the painting that the
artist\/product displays on the store page. If you aren't good at drawing this won't help even with the painting stuff - which is
exactly what this video is.

There is no hand holding.

There is no way to rate this video besides yes or no - so no it is.
What you getting here is 50 minutes of video about the technique the artist uses himself to paint quick drawings.

The artist himself is great at what he does but like he mentioned - its practice that will finally make the difference and that is
where you have to decide if you want to pay $5 for 50 minutes worth of practical and good advice as oppose to going to youtube
and finding information over there. Practice needs realtime you not going to improve overnight.

If anything you will find which direction to go forth with this video, on the artist's website I believe this is listed as level iii
advance for photoshop.

Money is non-refundable for obvious reasons - if you know the artist and want to support him go forth otherwise wait for prices
to drop.

. If you played the second one, you'll definitely want to grab this, too. Not as good (by a little bit), but still one of the best in the
genre.
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Pixel Survivors is a nice little fun game.
It gets constant updates with new stuff and fixes.
It is not very complicated but thats why i like it.
Build around and see what works and what doesnt.
Totaly recomend this game also for such a price.
Had lots of fun with it.. This game gives me Vietnam flashbacks. Let's say the game have potential. That's it.

- Orrible UI.
- Servers not adeguated to the number of players.
- Not even an explanation on what key press for play.
- Graphic / Animations are orrible. Didnt then even try?
- Gameplay seems to much "cheaty" and not responsive ( even with only a little lag at 3 A.M )

At this state of development i would not raccomend this game to anyone.

-> 2/10 "An idea with a game -not- built around". Terrible. Just terrible.. i didnt like the way the game is played som may like it
it. you have to try it to se if its for you. i refunded the game because was not what i expected. way to liner
not my style of game sorry

In Dungeon - 1.1.0.0 - Released:
In Dungeon now have a new look, this way, the game gain a new identity. Keep sending new suggestions, they are very
important. :)

Thank you for playing.

. In Dungeon 1.0.4.0 - Released:
Release Notes:

In this new version you will receive rewards for each level that you beat.
The rewards are:

 Bonus points and gold: These rewards are default on any level of difficulty, however, the values will depend on the level
of difficulty chosen and the number of stars earned.

 Time bonus: You receive this reward only if the "Time, Time" option is enabled when a new game is chosen.

 Points for each available health: The values will depend on the level of difficulty chosen.

 Bonus for ammunition of weapons: Each weapon will receive a different quantity of ammunition, however, the quantity
will depend on the level of difficulty chosen, the higher the level of difficulty, the higher will be the amount of
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ammunition. If the options "Time, Time", "Penumbra", "The Risk", "The Mythic" or Detonation are enabled you will
too receive an extra quantity.
Note: Weapons rewards has a maximum quantity to receive.

. New updates:
Hello. New updates

Features:

- New items on the shop to buy: Potion and power up "Form of Ghost"
- New default weapon, the whip, added to use in the game
- Fixed minor bugs;

Thank you for playing
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. New itens on Shop to buy:
The next update there are two new items on shop to buy: Potion and power up. Coming soon :)
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. In Dungeon - 1.2.0 Released:

After a long time, In Dungeon, receives new updates.
Check new features

  If you finish the game a new area will be unlocked for you playing challenges.

 You haven't found out all secrets areas? Now you can you buy for you see all them.(Only on difficulties levels Normal
or Hard)

 The jump's sound was changed.

Thank you for playing In Dungeon. In Dungeon - 1.1.0.1 - Released:
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Updates:
 - Fixed the problems that freezes the game;
- Other minor bugs were fixed;

Special Thanks for SkyStarMania

. In Dungeon - Versão 1.0.0.5 - Released:
Release notes:

Height of the double jump was increased a little, this way, you can jump some platforms with ease;

 Speed player was reduced;

 Spikes behind the grasses was removed;

 At each level the timer was increased by 20 seconds.

. In Dungeon - 1.0.1.0 - Released:
Release notes: 

The physics of character was changed to improve the gameplay.

Now, when choosing a new game, the options "Time, Time" and "Penumbra" are turned off by default.
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When choosing a level to play, will be indications what buttons can be used. To enter levels, now you can pressing Arrow
key on keyboard or D'PAD Up button on gamepad.

Fixed minor bugs.
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